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IN SCAPOLITE
DISORDER
SUTFATE
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ABsrRAcr
Sulfate scapolites show high-pressure stability and
nigh entropy, a fact that has been tentatively related
to positional disorder ol the sulfate group. The exact
location of sulfate anions was determined in a sulfaterich scapoiite crystal with cell content (Cas.szNar.az
Mgo.ozFe8+o.oz
E o.oeKo.oeSrs.o6)>:8 (Sira.zoAls.so)
>:gloas [ (COs) r.ao(SOa)o.oeClo.os]>-2. Using 2280
symmetry-independent reflections the structure was
ret'ined in space grotp I4/m to an unweighted R of
2S/o with MoKcr radiation. The tetrahedral SOr
group is centered at (0, 0, 0), site symmety 4/m,
with its ? axis directed along c. The group occupies
two orientations, as required by symmetry, related
by a 90'rotation about 4. Equal occupancy of the
two orientations leads to space group l4/rn; unequal
occupancy lowers the space group to P$z/n, The carbonate groups lie in the (001) plane, confirming the
resullsof Irvien & t--apike(1976).

(001) et confirment donc les r6sultats de Levien &
Papike(1976).
(Traduit Par la R6daction)
INTRODUCTION

Recent experimental studies on the stability
of scapolite at high pressuresand temperatures
have led to a re-evaluation of the importance
of this mineral under high-grademetamorphic
conditions. Newton & Goldsmith (1975) have
shown synthetic meionite to have a surprisingly
high thermal stability at high preslures' Sulfatebearing scapolitewas found by Newton & Goldsmith (1976) to be stable at even higher pressures,and the observedhigh entropy of sulfate
scapolitewas ascribedby them to the assumed
disordered arrangement of the anionic groups,
the orientation of which was not known. Goldsmith (1976) summarizedthe scapolitestudies
sorvrMerns
and stressedthat scapolitemight be an important reservoir of CO, and SOr in the lower
Sous haute pression,les scapolitessulfatfus sont
crust. The high-temperature field of stability of
stables et poss0dentune entroSie 6levfu, fait d'obthat it may be a
servation qu'on a d6ji tent6 d'expliquer pzu un this mineral phase suggests
d6sordrede position desgroupesSOaet peut-Otreleur liquidus phasein appropriatemagmas.
The sulfur content of scapolite in xenoliths
rotation i haute temp6rature.Nous noussommespropos6s de d6terminer la position exacte des anions of granulite-facies, deep-crustal origin was
SOe2-dans un cristal dont la maille contient (Caa.er found to be high, and possibly a reflection of
Sro.oo)
Nar.agMgo.ozFes+o.or
>-a (Sira.20 the high pressuro of formation (Lovering &
f] o.osKo.oa
AIs.8o)
o.seClo.osl
>::. Nous White 1964). Howevern Lovering and White
>:2aona[ (COa)r.as(S0r)
en avons affin6 la structure en I4/m sur 2280 16could not explain why such a large ion as So
flexions ind6pendantes (en rayonnement MoKa)
jusqu'aurdsidunon-pond6r6
R : 2.9%. I'e centroide or a large complex like SOn'- would increase
groupe
SOnzt" situe en (0, 0' 0), the stability of high-pressurescapolites.The int6tra6fuique
du
point de sym6trie4/m, et I'axelest dirig6 suivant c. crease in su'lfur content of scapolite with rnLe t6trabdresepr6senteen deuxorientationstournfus creasing pressure of formation makes it a poI'une par rapport i I'autre de 90" autour de I'axe 4, tential geobarometer.
satisfaisant ainsi i la sym6trie de site. Selon que les
The purpose of the Present study is to ob'
tEtraddres des deux orientations sont en nombres tain structural information concerning the anign
6gaux ou in6gaux, le groupe spatial sera I4/m ota location in the cavity and to elucidate the role
P4z/n. I*s groupesCOa se trouvent dans le plan of sulfate groups in stabilizing the scapolite
structure at high temperatures.and pressures.
'rPresentaddress: De.partmentof Geological Sci'
ences, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University,' Blacksburg,Virginia 24061, U.S.A.

PnBvlous Wonr

tPresent address:Division of Chemistry,National
ResearchCouncil of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario
KIA OR9.

The chemical and structural variations of
scapolites have already been the subject of
nurierout investigations(Shaw 1960, Papike &
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Stephensonl966,Lin & Burley 1975, Levien &
Papike 1976). However, with one exception,
all the scapolites studied were sulfur-poor. Lin
& Burley (L975) refined a 52Vo Me scapolite
that contained 0.37 sulfate groups per unit
cell, yet these sulfate ions were ignored in the
structure refinements; also, the formula was
incorrectly converted from wt.Vo to formula
unit.

was'?Co in Pd, 2,0 mC strong. A constant acceleration spectrometerwas used in conjunction
with a multichannel analyzer.As neither ferrous
nor ferric iron lines were detected on the Miissbauer spectrum, the maximum iron content in
scapolite from this locality seems to be well
below 5 wt.7o. No good cleavageexists in hand
specimen, and a conchoidal fracture is the rule.
This lack of the usual good cleavages ({110}
and {1O0} in scapolite) is a characteristic of
most minerals found as megacrysts in alkali
p'ysrcA,.
pRopERTrEs
occunnr*cr AND
basalt. The scapolite crystal under study here,
CG-z, is uniaxial negative with e 1.564(2), a
Iiyama (1959) dessribed an unusual scapo- 1.59L(2).Its density, measuredon the Berman
lite occurrence from Chuquet Genestoux near balance,is 2.73(3) g/cms at 20"C (Table n).
Puy-de-D6me, France; Professor R. F. Martin
of McGill University supplied us with material
CnEr4tstnv
from this locality. Large anhedral crystals, up to
3 cm long, are found as megacrysts in a basaltic
scoria, and embayments in the crystals contain
All elements except carbon (Table 2) were
basaltic groundmass.All scapolites are mantled measuredwith standardX-ray fluorescencetechby very fine-grained plagioclase,and most large niques by Ms. S. Horsky. The calculated cell
crystals contain small rods of apatite. The scap- content is based on Si * Al =24. Repeatedatolite color varies from milky light gxey to tempts to determine carbon were based on ( 1)
very dark grey to black. A Miissbauer study volumetric analysigof COg evolved during heatwas carried out by Dr. Erika Herrnon on a ing in HCI and (2) an oxidation method at
hand-pickedsampleofthedarkest-coloredrnega- 1600'C in a LECO furnace. Both methods
cryst from Professor Martin's collection. The were unsuccessful and gave inconsistent repowder sample was kept at 2O"C; the source sults. Therefore the wt.Vo COr was calculated

Reference Present work
Locality
Chuquet,Genestoux
near
Puy de Dorc, France
Collector R.F. Martin

Levien & Paplke (1976)
Mormouth
Tdnshii, 0ni.

papike & Stephenson(1966)
Lln a ourley (1975)
Tsarasaotra-,itadagiscar GrLenvllle, b.Q.

D.il. Shaw

not given

D.l,t. Shaw

Analyst
5. Horsky
Hethod
X-rayfluorescgnce
Cell content
See belcc "
Z neionite
77

C.0. Inganells
l.let chemical h
'
See belor

S.B. Lin
Electron micfoprobe
S e eb e l o w
53

C.0. Inganells
I'let chemical,
ee belm'
70

1 . 5 6 4 ( 2 ) 1; . 5 9 1 ( 2 )
9i o
t(e'lo);o
1.5775 .0.027
U meionite* 85
70
i

1.547;1.560+
1.553 0.013
38;
I

1.549;1.570+
1.559 0.021
50;
53

1.555;1.587+
1.571;0.032
72i
8l

JJ

7.*1(z)
7.56e6)
]i;3ii!ili'."'2(s);24"c
;2,]rotr);
]zir6e(4)r
i'tf;4u, lll3l[?Ji'."'3(eh20'c
g::fl
;*:i
z.',l3t/:2.$tgr*t') 2.rro,o-!z/ln1^r1,'.rn,!!?/ln7^r,1 ,'.ro-r:,u!*,^r,,
Refinsnent 4-circle diffractoneter
Method0-20 scan
u^ (@-r)
l6.66iMoKc
Iidependent2280
r e f l e c t i o n s( o b s .)
Flnal R
0.029 (unweighted)

it-circle diffractdneter
0-2e scan
I 2.2i MoKc
loou

0.072 (unweighted)

--

normal-bean(t.lbg-type)
diffractometel^

Integfating tleissenberg

i37oi*k

--- . CuKq
488

0.085 (urueighted)ffi

0.157(unweighted)

nunbers
(1960,p. 241).
takenfromShaw
Fronoptics(Shaw
(1960,p. Z4-l).
,Sanple
1960). +Datafron Shaw
+Datarron shaw.(1e00,
p. z3e,simpli-rb.iiri), on a'scapbliteiromilre-iimeroiiiitv.* #iiti"lii6r:iri"ii"o
reflections
omltted.
(hs.azN"r.sz&o.o/t'*o.ozEo.oeb.oasto.os)(slra.zodg.ao)04s[(co3)1.36(soo)o,sac1o.oo]
a ccz
b XXXIV (N"4.sac.z.
ooh.ao) (s{ro.ro&7.g0)048lclr.rs(co3)9.
74(so4)q.qsl
(cra.rsN":.3oh.aoEo.oo)
c xL
(srrs.o[e.zoEo.30)(o47.8oEo.20)
t(co3)0.88c10.74(so4)0.381
d XXX (ks.raN.r.4ab.go&o,ezEo.lr,)
(st6.gzdro.08) (023.93tr0.07)
t(co3)o.59Elo.zg(so4)o.gc1o.orl.
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scapolite was ground into a sphere of radius
0.2L(2) m,m and mounted on a solid glass fiEl@nts ind
Io. of ato6 ln
aad"couater
bre. A carefid-searth by'filfr
t{t. Z
c@ler lons
forlurla unlt
methods for reflections that obey h + k * I =
st02
46.45
st
14.?o ,. 24'
2n * I showed no measurable intensities, not
At?03
27.20
At
9.80
even for the reflections 081, 054 and 135 reCao
17.93
Ca
5.87
ported as the strongest'forbidden' ones in other
MZO
3.07
tla
1.82
scapolites (Lin & Burley 1973a); tlerefore,
Mgo
0.15
149
o'07 t.7.gz
we ascept I4/m as the appropriate space group
F€zo3
0.3'l
Fe3{
0.07
for CG-2. The data were collected using a
Sr0
0.28
Sr
0.05
FACS-I Picker diffractometer, graphite-monorg0
0.n
K
0.04
chromatized MoKa radiation and the 0-2-0
r.02
3.26
c%
1.35*
ssan method. Three standards with 20,0O0 to
s03
2.53
S04
0.58 t - 2.0
30,000 decacounts were me€rsuredafter every
cl
0.12
cl
0.06
18 reflections. Attenuators were inserted when
101.42
the counting rate exceeded 10,q)0 c.p.s. Of
0 : Cl -0.03
the 2575 symmetry-independent reflections in
Srn
101.39 Chargelmbalance:r0.31
the limiting sphere, 228O had an obeerved inr AssuEd.
tensity greater than three ti'mes the variance of
s Amunt of C rssuFed to fill anion cavity.
the intensity based on counting statistics and
The cell
assuming rCOr * ySOa * zCl in the anion were therefore classed as observed.
recavity with x -t y * z = l. This led to both a di.mensions, deterrnined by least-squares
are
reflections,
12
high-angle
using
finement
reasonable charge balance and a percent-oxide
summarized (Table 1) together with crystal
sum near 100.As the (Na * K)/(Ca + Na +
Fe'* * Mg f Sr * K) ratio is 0.23, this scapo- data and crystal optics for four other specimens
lrte is 77Vo meionite, in reasonable agreement to be discussedbelow.
with the compositional prediction based on refractive indices (Table 1).
Stnuctune RnrtNBl.ElIr
TABLE2.

CIIT}IICALAMLYSIS AI{D CELLCONTEM
OF SCAPOLIIE
CG-z

OxroatroN STATE oF Surrun
Chappell& White (1968) used peak shifts of
the S Kar X-ray fluorercence peak to obtain information on the oxidation state of sulfur.
Using a Philips PW12?A XRF spectrometer,
Cr tube (50 kV, 20 mA) and a graphite monochromator (00.2 reflection) as analyzing crystalo fluorescence intensities were collected from
the powdered sample with 0.05" step scanning
and a ten-second counting time.
Different 2d angles (near 106") of the S Kar
maximum intensity can be observedfor the two
different oxidation states, S8+ in sulfates and
S" in sulfides. The angular shifts, L : 20 (pyrite) - 2d (sa.mple), have the following positive magnitudes:pyrite (L O"ze), chalcopyrite
(A 0.0023'20), scapoliteCG-2 (A 0.0826'20),
celestite (A 0.0886"20) and anhydrite (A
0.0956"20). As the CG-2 scapolite thus gives a
S Kar peak position close to that of other sulfate-bearing ,minerals, we conclude that all S
in the scapolite is present as SOaL.
Expsnuurbrter, Pnocnoune
A single crystal of the Chuquet Genestoux

The collected intensities were corrected for
Lorentz and polarization factors and converted
to structure factors. Absorption corrections
(Ibers & Hamilton 1974) were applied for the
spherical sample with g, - 16.66 cm-1.The initial positional parameters for the framework
atorns were those of Lin & Burley (1973b).
Atomic scattering factors for neutral atoms
from International Tables, Vol. IV' were employed. The anion grouPs in the central cavity
were ignored in the initial stages. Five cycles
of isotropic least-squaresrefinement with the
X-RAY 70 computing program (Stevtart et aI.
1970) using unit weights resulted in an R of
0.16. A difference-Fourier summation allowed
the assignmentof the S, Cl and C atoms to the
sites with 4/m symmetry at position 2(a). The
diffuse electron-density clouds surrounding
these sites were interpreted as due to a fourfold
partly filled carbonate-oxygen positionr,T!"
iulfaie-oxygen atoms were placed at z = 18/23'
below the carbonate-oxygenatoms. Four addi
tional cycles of anisotropic least-squaresrefinement using the X-RAY 76 program (Stewart
et al. 1976) led to an R of 0.035. The still-large
diffuse electron{ensity clouds about the carbonate-oxygen sites induced us to divide the
carbonate-oxygen position into three positions
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as was first done by Papike & Stephenson
(i966). The site occupanciesof O(7i, O(8)
and O(9) were each set equal to 0.16, one third
the refined occupancy of the diffuse carbonate
oxygen position of 0.48(3) prior to the distinction of carbonate-group disorder. This value
agrees well with the calculated carbonate-oxygen occupancy of 0.17 based on the chemical
formula and carbonate-disorderingmodel, and
was not refined further. Four more cvcles of
refinement including, as variables, thl occupancy of the position 2(a) and the sulfateoxygen coordinates, resulted in a reduction of
R to 0.029. The carbon atoms were assumedto
bo equidistant from their three carbonate-oxygen atoms and coplanar with them; their locations were not refined. Observed and final calculated Fr*r values (Table 3) are available from
the Depository of Unpublished Data, CISTI,
National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa,
Ontario KIA 0S2. Tables 9 and 10 are also in
the Depository.

(x100)
TABLE
5. AI{ISoTRoPIC
THERIIAL
PARAI,IETERS
(r'100) FoRSMPLEC6-2
AND TETIPEMTURE
FACToRS
Ull

u22
u33
ul2
ul3
u23

Cr

B
Bnlzz*

'r.24(
r
r.62(r
3.5r(2
0.39(r
0
0
I .68

ull
u22
u33
u12

0 1 0.92(3) 02 2.04(5) 03 r.95(3)
r.3r(4)
l . 6 l( 4 )
l.6e(3)
r.05(4)
r.78(3)
-o.or(3)
0 .n ( 3 )
o.4e(3)
0
.03(3)
ur3
0
0
-0.45(3)
u23
0
0
B
1 .1 6
1.43
Bnizz
0.58
0.87
0.84

uu
05 ?.?7t11
0 7 2 . 0 ( 6 ) 0 8 4 .( 2 )
u22
3.5(7)
r.6(6)
u33
3.08(5)
6 ;( r )
6 .( r )
-r.9(7)
-1.4(7)
ul2
0.46(3)
-1.65(4)
ul3
00
-0.40(3)
u23
00
BnIzz
utl
u22
u33
ul2
ut3
u23
Enlzz

0.79
0 9 7 .( 2 )
8 .( 2 )
12.(2)
5 .( 2 )
0
0
7.2

r B&lzz refers

Cotrvrpenrsor.l
oF CG-2 wrrH Sulr.erE-RIcH
ScAPoLrrEs IN THE Lrrx,narune
A comparison of the positional (Table 4)
and thermal (Table 5) parameters of our scapolite with those of the 7O% meionite (Table
1) refined by Papike & Stephenson (1966)
shows no significant difference in the positional
parameters of the framework atoms. The
TABLE4. AIOMICCO-ORDII,IATES
OF A 779 I.IETONITE
(sMpLE cc-z) co{pARED
ulrTHTltosEOF A 709
MEIoNITE(pApI(E & STEPHEilSoN
1966)
I

77 tte

Ca,Nax

v
z

tt

x
2

TZr

70, Me

771 Me

0 . 3 5 7 8 3 ( 3 )0 . 3 5 7 2 ( 3 ) 0 7 r
y
0.28298(3) 0.2830(3)
't/2

r/2

0.507(2)
0.3s5(2)
112

0 . 3 3 e r 6 ( 3 0) . 3 3 9( r3 ) 08 x 0.602(2,
y 0.533(2)
0.40&11(3)0.4084(3)
00
112
z

0,66023(210.5607(2) 0 9 x 0 . 4 1 5 ( 4 )
y 0.535(2)
0.e13il(2)0.9r34(2)
z 0 . 7 9 3 0 6 ( 40) . 7 9 3( r4 )
z
112
x 0.4s&5(9) 0.4s81(7) 0I0
y 0.348,|(l) 0.3480(7)
z
0
0

x 0.5996(6)
y 0.5177(8)
20.606(l)

r 0 . 6 8 6 7 ( 1 ) 0.6880(8) c
y 0.87309(9)0.8720(8)
z0
0

x

x 0.34942(7)0,3ia9{5)s,ct
y 0.e4e61
( 7) 0.946r
(5)
z 0.7e28(1) 0 . 7 s 2 ( 1 )

x
v
z

0.4925(9)
0.5130{9)
z
112

0.49(r) 12 0.7s(r)
0.62(r)
0.770)
0.96(r)
0.66(r)
-0.r7(e)
-o.or2(3)
0
0.018(7)
0
0.071(7)
0.54
0.58
-0.08
0.03

t:9-

':9-

0r0 3.2(3) s,c1
3.6(4)
4.3(4)
-0.2(3)
-1.7(3)
-0.4(4)
2,9

2 . r 4 (9 )
2.t4(
r.e4(
0
0
0
1. 5 9

to sample XXX (Table l).

standard deviations, however, are smaller by
an order of magnitude for CG-2, and the temperature factors are more reasonable.The forSCAPOLITE
CG-2 II{TERATOMIC
DISTANCES
ANDANGLEST

TABLE6.

Atm

ArEle

At€ms

Dlstance

Ca-05f2
05rx2
02i I
03Jll

2.887(
I )i
2 . 7 0 0 ()l
2 . 3 5(rr )
2 . 5 r 0l ()

ot-rt-osYilxz
oI-Tl-ot.:rr
'.,,. 12
0I;T.L'05''
05^''-Tt-05'"

109.32(4)'
ll3.01(7)
11 0 . 2 5 ( 4 )
104.33(5)

oglrTa-osxl
-

0gv

2.605(9)
2 , 5 4(r9 )
2,19(2)
2,54(2')

02" "-12-03^
02vlI !-T2-031x
t l_TZ_O5xl
O2vI

r04.28(4)
l r 2 . 5 r( 5 )
l07.7s(5)
r04.78(5)

09vi
07v
oalY

2,07(4)
2.58(3)
2.3"t(2)

O3lr-T2-O3r
03ix-TZ-0Exi
010-S-0l0rvx4
0l0xiv-S-0l0vlx4

r l 3.88(4)
rI 3 . 3 5 ( 4 )
r r 3 . 7 (5 )
1 0 7 . 45()

oz!!-ca-ostx2
02ll:ca-05x2..
03rrr_ca_o3xrr
O3lli-Ca-Oslx2

79.s(3)
59.89(2)
77.N(4)
61.0(3)

o5i-ca-o3xilx2
o3fll-ca-05x2
05!-Ca-05v!11
051-Ca-osxlvxz

97.19(3
81.89(3
58.3!,(4
66.44(3

0l0lv
0l0v

s -010

1.472(81

Tl-01..
05vrrx2
0lY

t.620(r)
1.667(l)
1
' 1. .662486n')'

ilean
TZ-OZvllI
o3lx
03x.
05xr
ilaan
c -071v
08
09lv

1.25
1.25
't.25

gTlv-g-961v
07lv-C-09iv
08lv-c-09iv

|7(Z)
ll9(3)
125(3)

'tl2
112
v2

r 0.26668(7)0.2668(5)
y 0 . 3 6 5 6 0 ( 70.36!16(5)
)
z 0 . 8 2 6 1 ( l )0 . 8 2 6 0 )
Col. l: Catlons and franemrk oxygen at@ts.
CoI. 2: Atans ln cavlty
Note. - 06 is not a separate posltlon in l4lm.

SJmfiEtry transfomtl ons:
1. 112-x, 1/2-y, z-1/2
11. x-112, y-1/2' 1l?+z
111. y-112, 112-x, 2-112
lv. l-x, I-y' z
v. y' l-r, z
vl. l-y' r, z
Yil. x, y, -l+z

vlll.
lr.
x.
xl.
xll'
rlll.
rlv.

r, y, l+z
l-x. 2-y, z
312-y, 1lztt, 312-2
llz+x' 112+r,312-2
y-"t/2, ll2-x. 312-2
112-x,1/2-y, 312-2
x' y' l-z
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From the mean T-O lengths (Table 6) of Tl
mula (Table 2) of the Papike & Stephenson
and T2 tetrahedra, the aluminum contents of
sample came from a wet chemical analysis by
C. O. Ingamellsin Shaw (1960, p. 241) and is the two positions were found to be 27 and 46
given in Table 2, This analysis shows that our
atomic Vo respectively, based on the equation
of Jones(1968): y - 6.4ll6x'10.282,'where
assumption concerning the full occupancy of
.r is T-O and y is the atomic Vo N. T\e framethe position of non-framework anions may not
be justified and may well be a source of error work structure of scapolite has been discussed
in detail by Papike & Zoltai (1965).
in our final refinement.
ANroN Cevrrv
The orientation of the carbonate group in
the cavity has been studied by several authorsn
most recently by Levien & Papike (1976). In
all refinements, except that of Lin & Burley
(1975), the carbonate group is placed in the

x-n/6

Frc. 2. (a) Section x = 29/60 through Fourierdifference summation to which only framework
(Ca,Na)
contributed, showing
atoms and
FIo. 1.. (a) Section s, = Vz through Fourier-dif(C,S,CI) at (y2,/z,r/z), the carbonate oxyg€ns
ference summation to which only framework
in the e - lz plaae and the electron density
atoms and (Ca,Na) contributed; (C,S,CI) is at
(Vz,Yz,r/z), and the diffuse carbonate-oxygen
due to the sulfate oxygens above and below the
z : lz plane. (b) Disordering model of sulfate
atom$ are distributed in 4-fold symmetry in the
and carbonate groups, showing only one fourth
mirror at z = /2. Solid contours 1 e,/As. dotof the 24 atomic sites: one cationic site, three
(b) Disordering model of
and-dash l0 e/k.
COs oxygens O(7), O(8)' O(9)' and two SOa
the carbonate group proposed by Papike &
oxygens O(10), O(10').
Stephenson (1966).
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TAELE
7.

ATottCCGoR0n{ATES
0F A 539t{EtoltITE,
sAtiptEIt
(]975)
RE-REFII{ED
FROIT
DATA
OFLII{ & BURI.TY

Catlons & frnn*ork
'1975

Present

0.3606(r
)
0.2u2(1)
0.5120(
2)

r 0.6902(5)0.6902(2)
y 0.8757(5)0.8160(2)
z 0.0088(7)0.0098(5)

(l )
0.3391
0.4093(
r)
0.9978(3 0.9979(2'

(3)
x 0.3498(4)0.3501
y 0.94A(4) 0 . 9 4 1 8 ( 3 )
z 0.7947(6)0 . 7 e 4 r ( s )

Car
z
Tlr

uygen at@s
Present

!
0.3390(

r
v 0.4092(
z

12 t 0.6593(2
y 0.9155(2
2 0,7967(2

0.55e3(r)
0.e155(l)
o.7972(2)

r 0.5459(5)o . s 4 s 7 ( 3 )
y 0.8472(5)0.8470(3)
z 0 . 7 1 6 0 ( 70
) . 7 1 6( 15 )

T3 r 0.4125(1
y 0.8:t63(l
z 0.7103(2
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Frc. 3. ORTEP drawing of the anion site showing
the two sulfate tetrahedra and four carbonategroup positionswhich were assignedin the refinement of scapolite CG-2. The carbonate
groups lie in the mirror plane at e = 14. Note
that the labeled oxygens O(7), O(8), O(9)
belong to three CO3 groups and that atoms
O(10) and O(10,) belongto two SOagroups.
Three dark bonds belong to one COs, four
lighter bonds, to one SOa.
plane e = Yz, The difference-Fourier summation through the central anion cavity at z = r/z
shows the electron density due to the disordered
carbonate $oups (Fig. 1a). Only the framework atoms were allowed to contribute to the
F""ro t9rms.
However, in scapolite, there is considerable
electron density above and below the z = V2
plane (Fig. 2a). The 1.472$)A distance between these maxima and the centre of the cavity
at 11,o Yz, Vz, where sulfur is located, is consistent with S-O distances obtained in various
sulfates (Christidis & Rentzeperis 1975). The
corresponding G-S-o angles are also within
the range expected for tetrahedral groups:
1O7.4"(5), 113.7'(5). Thus we concludethat
the tetrahedral sulfate group is positionally
disordered in two equivalent orientations related
by a 90o rotation about the 4 axis of the group
(Fig. 3). The expected occupancy of the sulfate-oxygen position is one half the atomic
percentage of (SO.)o as determined by chemical analysis (0.29/2 - 0.145) (Table 2). The
independent least-squaresrefinement of the site
occupancy gave 0.177(3).
Rr-RsF'rNervrENToF Scepor,rrs XL
Lin & Burley (1975) refined scapolite XL
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Col. "1975"r Coordlnatesfmm Lln t Bur]ey (1975)
col. lPresentor C03groups ln (0Ol); S04 groups lncluded
C03 groups tilted
Col. "Inter!€dlate:

with a formula (Table 1) that corresponds to
53Vo meionite but is of dubious accuracy as (1)
the Si * Al content is 0.15 atoms less than
the required 12 needed to fill the tetrahedral
positions and (2) the charges do not balance
(there is an exsess of. O.32 negative charge per
formula unit). In their observed space group,
P4z/n, vsing 1370 observedreflections and isotropic temperature faotors, they achieved a final
R of 0.083. Their carbonate groups are placed
in two tilted orientations about position 2(a),
not parallel to (0O1). This was done to account
for the observedelectron density above and below the planes e = 0 and z = 1/2. However,
their final difference-Fourier map revealed remaining electron density in that region. The
0.38 SOn'groups in the cell were ignored in the
refinement.
We used the intensitv data of Lin & Burlev
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distances between Ca and its nearest-neighbol
oxygen atoms, as well as the C-O and ${
bond lengths in COo and SOr groups, which
were obtained in the refinements leading to R
= 0.043 and 0.041, respectively.
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(1.975), as v/ell as their final positional and
thermal parameters,in a scale-factor refinement
which confirmed their published R value of
0.083. Two cycles of least-squaresrefinement
with anisotropic temperature factors for all
atoms, followed by two cycles of refinement of
both positional and thermal parameters and,
finally, two cycles of refinement of the occupancy of O(7), O(8) and (C,S,CI) positions reduced R to 0.043 (Tables 7, 8). The original
For" and the above F*r" data are given in Table
9 (deposited). Our refinement is based on the
Ca and framework atom positions of the above
0.043 refinement and on the disordered arrangement of sulfate and carbonate grou,psdeveloped for rc-z. Ilowever, the carbonate-groupoxygen position was not subdivided as it was
in the CG-2 refinement. After two such cycles
and a further two-cycle refinement of the occupanciesof O(7), O(10), O(11) and (C,S,
Cl), the R dropped to the final value of 0.041.
This reduction in R of 0.02 is significant at
,a level of 0.005, according to the significance
test of Hamilton (1965), provided, of course,
that there are no systematic errors in the Lin
& Burley data. The final F""r" values, together
rvith the original Fot" data, are listed in Table
l0 (deposited).Table 11 showsthe interatomic

CoNcr,usroNs
From the refinement of two sulfate-rich
meionites, a disordered arrangement of sulfate
groups is derived, which offers an understand- r
ing of the observed stability of sulfate scapolite
at high temperature and pressure.
The (001) disorderedorientation of the carbonate groups obtained by Levien & Papike
(1976) is confirmed. The sulfate groups are
centred at (0,0,0) in two orientations related
by a 90' rotation about the 4 axis of the SOa2tetrahedron, thus statistically obeying the 4/rn
site symmetry required by space group_I4lm.
ln P4r/ n, the site symmetry being 4, the
positional disorder is not required; it is nevertheless observed on the difference-Fourier map
and with a 2:3 occupancy ratio for the two
orientations. The less-preferred position shows
two Ca-O(11) bond lengths of. 2.63(2) and
2.48Q)4, whereas the preferred one has two
statistically equal Ca-O(10) bonds of length
z.ssQ)A (Table 10).
With increasing temperature the scapolite
structure suffers a rotation of the strings of
tetrahedra along c (Pauling 1930), which is
accompanied by an increase in a while c remains constant (Levien & Papike 1976). Thus'
increasingthe temperaturemoves the (Ca'Na)
position away from the centre of the anion
cavity, without change in its z coordinate for
crystals with space gtoup 14/ m and with small
changes from z = O.500 for crystals in space
group P4z/n The .r and y dimensions of the
anion cavity, which can be described as an
oblate ellipsoid, increase whereas the z dimension remains nearly constant, and the cavity
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becomesbetter suited to carbonate occupancy.
The opposite effect must take place with
increasingpressure:.the cavity shape will become more nearly spherical and more suited to
sulfate occupancy. Specifically, the Ca-O(COa)
bonds in scapolite XL (2.4O(2)A) lie near
the plane z = lz and would be more shortened
with increasing pressure than would the CaO(SO{) bonds (2.55(2)A), which are at an
angle of approximately 35' to the plane z =
1/2.

Comparison of the above two sulfur-rich
scapolite crystals, samples CG-2 and XL, with
space groups I4/m and. P4z/n respectively,
shows significant structural difference between
ths two. ln P4z/n, both sites (O,0,0) and (1/2,
Vz,/z) of. point-position 2(a)4 are related by
the n glide reflection. Each is occupied by both
orientations of the SOr tetrahedra, but in inverse ratios (say, 3:2 and 2:3 respectively),
so that the site occupanciesare different. The
ratios can be equal only for the special case 1:1,
where the two sites become translation-equivalent and acquire site symmetry 4/ m, thus
simulating space group 14/ m. (Note that the
1:1 ratio is required by the site symmetry
4/ m.) The unit ratio cannot be expected to be
rigorous or to occur frequently. For the endmembers where it has been reported (Lin &
Burley 1975), the structure assigned to IA/m
could as easily be described n P4zln in view
of the close relationship between the two space
groups and the relevant point-positions. That
the ratio tends toward unity as the composition approaches an end member is to be expected. Without the variation in composition
from cell to cell, all the cells, and consequently the anionic cavities, tend to become
identical, thus promoting the equality of the
two site occupanciesby the two orientations of
the SOaions, which results in the disappearance
of the 'osum-odd" reflections.
Similar considerations can be applied to the
occupancy of the four carbonate orientations in
the plane (001), but they were not studied in
detail. Lin & Burley (1973a) ascribed tle appearance of weak "sum-odd" reflections to
"order-disorder of Al and Si in the tetrahedral
framework," and this may well be a contributor. Another reason for favoring the lower
P4e/n space-group symmetry over the bodycentred I4/m is that growth conditions prevent
equal occupanciesof (0,0,0) and (Vz,Vz,Vz)
by the two observed orientations of the sulfate
groups where conditions are far from equilibrium. Thus, sush factors as growth velocity from
the melt or from metamorphic pore fluids and

pH of those fluids, which control the concentrations of COs and HCOs, SOr and HSOr,
Cl and molecular HCI (Donnay et aI. 1978),
will determine the intensities of the "forbidden" reflections and, in the limiting case where
the intensitiesbecometoo weak to be observed,
will determine the reported space group. The
oxygen atoms of the sulfate groups can sontribute more intensity to the "sum-odd" reflections than those of the carbonate groups,
because their coordinates differ more from
one another. In general, crystals grown close
to equilibrium conditions will tend towards
the more symmetrical space group.
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